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MONDAY, MARCH 20, 2017
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. First & Lasting Impression Check In - Americas Foyer 4th Floor

Sponsors: Namebadges and Projectors by AVI-SPL, Keycards by Whitlock, First &
Lasting Impression by Derse, MyABPM Conference App by The CXApp, A Division
of Design Reactor, Advisory Board Dinner by Exhibit Concepts, and ‘Catch Me If
You Can’ Game by Electrosonic

1:00 p.m. Newcomer’s Orientation - America North, 4th Floor
Sponsored by MRA Experiential Tours & Equipment
Ellen Barnes-Pfiffner of EBP Business Consulting will introduce first time attendees to each other and to
members of the ABPM Advisory Board and will talk about how to best navigate the conference.

2:00 p.m. Opening General Session - America South, 4th Floor
General Session Sponsored by The CXApp, A Division of Design Reactor

Roxanne McCreery, President, ABPM and Elizabeth Simpson, COO, ABPM
World Class is a Marathon
In their welcoming comments, Roxanne and Elizabeth will explore the meaning of the conference theme
within the context of the ABPM community, because the words “World Class” have a very particular mean-
ing in the ABPM.  The organization’s most important white paper, “World Class Characteristics of a
Briefing Program”, sets a high bar.  Most importantly, the document’s objective is to serve as a road map
for all member programs that aspire to that highest level of excellence.  Secondarily, it sets down the crite-
ria for the ABPM’s award program, which recognizes attainment of World Class excellence.  The journey
itself is one that requires real determination, passion, commitment and perseverance over time.  In that
sense, it is analogous to training for, and running, a marathon.  It is not a sprint, and it is not easy.  But it is
rewarding, at each milestone along the way.

Core and Advanced Competency Achievements and President’s Service Award
Elizabeth will honor members who have achieved their Core and Advanced Competency Curricula. She’ll
also recognize this year’s recipient of the President’s Award for Service: a member who has distinguished
himself or herself as a longtime leader, and one who has made important contributions to the ABPM com-
munity.

3:00 p.m. Break

Dick Beardsley, Author, Staying the Course: A Runner’s Toughest Race
What Does It Take to Be World Class?
What could be more perfect for this year’s keynote than a World Class marathoner?  During his running
career, Dick Beardsley was ranked as one of the top five marathoners in the world.  He won some of the
world’s most prestigious races. He ran world record holders into the ground.  He knows the simple truths of
what it takes to be World Class, which by definition is “the best that can be”.  The same principles that
apply in sports apply, as well, in life and business.  In his talk, Dick will explore what it takes to be a World
Class marathoner, weaving in powerful and poignant stories about his own personal journey, and relating
them to our own aspirations to attain a World Class level of excellence in our Briefing Programs, and in our
lives.

5:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. Supplier Celebration Reception - Essex Ballroom, 3rd Floor 
Sponsored by BriefingEdge
Whether you're in the market for briefing program products and services now, or whether you want to collect
collaterals for future reference, this reception celebrates ABPM’s vetted supplier members and is designed to
meet your information needs! During the "Solution Revolution," briefing professionals will collaborate with
Suppliers to solve their top challenges and become eligible for prizes in the process! See the ABPM Spring
Conference page for a link to Supplier Celebration map and a list of "Solution Revolution" prizes.



Briefing Program Track - Groups 1 & 2
Microsoft - The Microsoft Technology Center in Boston is one of 30+ centers of this type
around the globe.  MTCs provide customers & partners access to technology experts, industry lead-
ers and a variety of software, hardware, devices and services.  Each MTC includes an Envisioning
Center, a variety of briefing suites and interactive experiences.  This powerful collection of
resources, under one roof, enables customers to immerse themselves in technology, and then envi-
sion and architect solutions to their business challenges.  The Centers’ engagement offerings are
designed to help the customer at any point on their journey as they adapt their business models in
our cloud-first, mobile-first world. These offerings are led by a team of MTC Solutions Architects
who are expert in a wide range of technologies and solutions. The Microsoft Technology Centers are
dedicated to guiding customers through the digital transformation of their business.

Steelcase - Located in Boston’s innovation district, Steelcase’s newest Worklife Center
occupies 15,000 square feet of floor to ceiling windows within a LEED platinum building.  This
Worklife environment is designed to illustrate how an ecosystem of spaces can improve employee
engagement, productivity and wellbeing.  By providing a variety of spaces, workers are able to
choose where to work based on what work they are doing throughout the day.  This space is a liv-
ing representation of our insights and of the strategies that we use to help design our customer’s
spaces.

Briefing Program Track - Groups 3 & 4
IBM Watson Health Experience Center - The Watson Health
Experience Center is distributed across several floors and environments within the Watson Health
global headquarters. On the first floor, clients explore the world of cognitive computing with
immersive experiences that take them through real-life challenges professionals face today. From
interaction with Watson systems and live demos, the Watson Experience Center helps clients gain a
better understanding of how cognitive computing works and how it is helping to transform the
future of healthcare. The journey through the Experience Center ignites creativity, inspires the
imagination of what is possible, and prepares visitors for interactive THINK Tank co-creation ses-
sions. Here we explore specific use cases and solutions targeted at the needs, challenges, and
opportunities that our clients face.

Verizon - Verizon’s Innovation Center in Waltham is co-located with our Innovation Labs and
features state of the art showcases of commercial products and innovative solutions.  The center
serves as a window into innovation happening within Verizon, through our ecosystem of partners and
among developers on our open-innovation platforms. Advances in communication, network technol-
ogy and platforms are fueling a wave of innovation, and Verizon’s vast portfolio of technology assets
and talented team of engineers are leading the way. We’re enabling productivity gains, new con-
sumer experiences and new business models of the future, connecting people, places and things in
meaningful new ways. This Innovation Center, along with our other world class facilities, is an
important part of our innovation process and provides a window into the exciting work going on and
the limitless potential of our network and platforms.

MONDAY, MARCH 20, 2017
7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. Millennial Meet Up - Bar 10, 2nd Floor

We’re working to connect the next generation of briefing professionals with each other at this casual dutch
treat meet up. GenXers and Boomers welcome! 

TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 2017
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Grab & Go Breakfast & Tour Day - Ground Floor Entrance

Breakfast sponsored by Exhibit Concepts
Consult your badge for your group number. Please be on time to avoid being left behind! 
Groups 1 & 2 breakfast available at 8:00 am, board at 8:30 am and depart sharply at 8:45 am
Groups 3 & 4 breakfast available at 8:15 am, board at 8:45 am and depart sharply at 9:00 am 
Group 5 breakfast available at 9:00 am, boards at 9:30 am and departs sharply at 9:45 am and 
Group 6 breakfast available at 9:15 am, boards at 9:45 and departs sharply at 10:00. 
Group 7 breakfast in Suite 3601 at 8:30 am, meeting begins at 9:00 am



TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 2017
Tour Day Continued...

TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 2017
Fun on Your Free Night in Boston
Tuesday evenings at ABPM conferences are the perfect time to network. The conference hotel is in a great area of Boston with easy access to nearby
shopping and dining. We’ll include suggestions for shopping and dining on ABPM.com and in your MyABPM conference app.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 2017
7:30 am Breakfast - America South, 4th Floor

8:30 am Breakout Sessions
New Immersive Communication Tools for Briefing Centers, and Why They Work - America North, 4th Floor
Penn Arthur, CEO & Co-Founder, Inhance Digital - Centers and Technology Track
This session will explore trends in interactive technology that allow briefing program managers to build immersive-communications environments,
get first-hand interaction with these tools, and gain greater understanding about why such tools work so well. Penn Arthur, who has been building
immersive educational experiences for twenty years, will walk session attendees through some of the complex technology used to simplify our
often complex messages, why some of the past technology didn’t work, and why some of the newest will – and already does. The new technology
explored, both through presentation and hands-on interaction will also be put into the context, citing new neuroscientific research data, of how such
interaction affects the adult learning brain to positively influence message reception and retention.

Experiential Track - Groups 5 & 6
Edward Kennedy Institute & Fenway Park - 
Hosted by Andrew Peters & Geoff Thatcher
Executive Creative Directors at The Brand Experience
This Experiential Track tour will take you to both the Edward Kennedy Institute with its full-scale and
authentic recreation of the United States Senate Chamber and Fenway Park with its infamous Green
Monster.
More importantly, the experience will be customized to pro-
vide a few meaningful insights that can be applied in your

briefing center. For example, we’ll discuss the power of oration, presentation skills and the theater of
a briefing while witnessing the Great Senate Debates. This 20-minute experience blends live per-
formance with historic film footage and archival images to show the context and importance of cru-
cial turning points in Senate history. We’ll talk about how Robert’s Rules of Order and the Senate
Rules have trickled down to impact meeting etiquette in the corporate world. The United States
Senate is famous for its decorum, and we’ll discuss how the design of the space and layout of the
desks promotes this culture. Finally, every group will have lunch in the impressive facilities at the
Edward Kennedy Institute.
At Fenway Park, the tour guides will take us on a thrilling one-hour walking tour where we’ll visit Pesky's Pole, sit atop the world famous
Green Monster overlooking left field and see the home of Red Sox Legends Ted Williams, Carl “Yaz” Yastrzemski, Carlton Fisk and Jim Rice.
Most importantly, we’ll explore the importance of storytelling and look at three principles that can be used in every briefing to bring stories to
life. Following our tour of "America's Most Beloved Ballpark," we’ll take a short ride across Boston to have lunch at the Edward Kennedy
Institute. 

ABPM Leadership Day - Group 7
Sponsored by Blue Telescope
Facilitated by Candie Hurley, Consultant/Trainer
Those choosing this track will spend the day with ABPM leadership including President Roxanne
McCreery, some current and past ABPM Advisory Board Members, and industry thought leaders.
Content for the day is customized for attendees based on their needs.



WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 2017
8:30 am Breakout Sessions Continued
Facilitating Customer Briefings: Practical Resource Solutions for Programs of all Sizes - America Center, 4th Floor
Candie Hurley, Consultant/Trainer; Carrie Johnson of LexisNexis, Karen Bintz of BMC, and Andy Garlikov of NetApp - Customer Experience Track
Facilitation is a World Class Characteristic.  It makes a difference in the outcome of the briefing and the customer experience.  But it can be diffi-
cult in smaller programs and resource-constrained programs to identify, designate and train available resources for this important role.  This session
will review in detail the value of Facilitation to the Customer, the Account Team, Discussion Leaders, and the Briefing Program.  We’ll explore dif-
ferent facilitation staffing models, customer segmentation models, and service level strategies.  You’ll hear from briefing program managers who’ve
faced resource challenges and found creative ways to overcome the hurdles of staffing.  Come hear new ideas and alternative perspectives as you
consider what’s best for your program and company.  

Taking Your Program from Zero to Sixty! - Adams, 7th Floor
Pamela Evans, Director, Palo Alto Networks - Management Track
Hold on to your seat belts! This session is designed to excite, educate and inspire Briefing Managers who may, at some point in their careers,
accept the challenge of creating a brand new briefing program and of achieving “topflight” status at an accelerated pace.  It will be particularly use-
ful for those who may become a new leader of a program for a small to mid-sized company, or for those who may at some point desire to launch a
program for a small to mid-sized company.  Pam will show you how to start your engines at ground zero in a fast-paced, hyper-growth business
environment and within 12 - 18 months deliver exceptional program results that will:  create enthusiastic champions throughout the company;
obtain executive management team acknowledgment of the business impact; generate continued funding for further program development and
expansion; and motivate your team to achieve and maintain “World Class” status.

Content Management Strategies that Elevate Your Customers’ Experience - Great Republic, 7th Floor
Darby Mason-Werner, Director, Client Solutions, and Neil Reiger, Director, Creative Services, Signet  - Customer Experience Track
How does your approach to managing content affect your customer’s experience? Do you have an open channel of communication with internal
teams who can provide meaningful content for your visitors?  Do you have a content management (CM) platform and just need some best practices
for utilizing it? Are you striving to customize and personalize your customers’ experience through automation?  Join us to see in-depth examples of
how briefing programs are implementing program experience strategies that leverage content to impact customer experiences. We’ll provide best
practices and demonstrate how to get the most out of your CM, allowing your team to be more productive and customer focused.

5 Considerations for Your Customer Engagement Strategy - Defender, 7th Floor
Ellen Barnes-Pfiffner, Consultant, EBP Business Consulting - Planning Track
Most briefing programs have limited resources, and so it’s essential that they be focused on supporting the most significant business opportunities.
Today’s briefing professionals work hard to align their programs with their companies’ business and sales objectives. They ask, “Ideally when in
the sales cycle or relationship should a customer attend a briefing?” The responses from executives, sales & marketing leadership, and account
managers are inconclusive. From all levels we hear, “At the beginning of a new opportunity”, “later is better” and “anytime is a good time”.  Do
you want to bring clarity to when a customer should attend a briefing?  Join us as we review five key considerations for your overall customer
engagement strategy. 

From Data to Insights - Empire, 7th Floor
David Rogers, Director of Operations & Technology Integration, Microsoft - Measurement Track
Effectively quantifying and communicating value and impact is critical to meeting the needs of your key stakeholders and ensuring the long-term
viability of your program. In this session, David will explore the essential metrics every briefing program should track (identifying objectives, audi-
ence, & data resources and leveraging the ABPM World Class Characteristics for Measurement); discuss ways to gain insights through data visuali-
zation (tools of the trade, snapshots versus trends versus forecasts, data-driven decision making); and demonstrate effective methods of communi-
cating with your executive sponsors (gaining buy-in with an evidence-based approach; best practices and case studies).  Plan to attend this robust
conversation about a broad and important topic that is often challenging, and that is essential to the success of every briefing program.

10:00 am Break

10:20 am Breakout Sessions
Remote Presenters, Virtual Briefings and More! - America North, 4th Floor
Renée Niebylski, Director of Global Experience, Polycom - Centers and Technology Track
Because the demands on our top discussion leaders increase every year, it may not always be possible for them to travel to your center.
Additionally, your customers are more informed and have more targeted requests that often must be met by those same top discussion leaders.  But
many Briefing & Experience Programs continue to have concerns about incorporating video into their briefings for fear that it is too expensive or
will make the experience too impersonal.  In this session, we will walk through how to incorporate Video into your briefing portfolio in a reliable
and personal way, thereby expanding your portfolio of discussion leaders and the overall value of your program.  Regional center teams and global
program teams who rely on remote discussion leaders will find this session especially important.



WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 2017
10:20 am Breakout Sessions Continued

Your New Center is Approved ... Now What?  - America Center, 4th Floor
Alan Cordial, Senior VP Account Development, MC2; Eric Carr, Senior Project Manager, MC2, Saul Stokes, Design Director, MC2, and Amanda
Rozier, Manager, EBC, Siemens - Centers & Technology Track
“I just learned I am building or remodeling my company’s new Executive Briefing Center. How can I make this center a success for my company
and be the hero?” This informative session is for new or still-learning managers. Attendees will receive expert answers to ‘how to’ questions —
from where to start to how a center is built or updated. Session leaders will provide fundamental and straightforward guidance, budget, planning,
and checklist tools to help avoid common pitfalls. A center manager, who recently oversaw a successful update, will be on hand to answer ques-
tions together with industry experts.

Experience Design vs. Memory Design: Creating Lasting Impressions - Adams, 7th Floor
Russ Fowler and Pete Riddell, Executive Creative Directors, Derse - Customer Experience Track
This interactive session celebrates the emotional power of ‘impression’ and the role of impression in enhancing the customer experience to nurture
relationships and drive business. Included will be a research-based window into the most important ‘moments’ for leaving lasting impressions with
audiences, shining a light on opportunities for briefing professionals. Also included will be a review of best-practice examples from within and out-
side of the world of briefing centers. Finally, the session will feature a collaborative element provoking attendees to reflect on their own profession-
al / personal experiences, and invite a critical examination of the impressions that they currently create, and (aspirationally) should create. 

Wait, we have an EBC?” - Internal Marketing Strategies and Tools - Great Republic, 7th Floor
Larry Gallmeier, Managing Director; Lisa Chace, Marketing Manager; and Brian Swanson, Experience Manager — all of Aetna Customer Center
- Customer Experience Track
Have you heard, “Wait, we have an EBC?” in an internal meeting and want to cringe?  Moreover, do your colleagues clearly understand the value
of your program and how it can benefit their customers and sales goals?  No matter your answer, marketing your program is critically important to
your EBC’s overall success. Join several of Aetna Customer Center’s management team for a lively discussion of strategies to successfully market
your EBC program to internal colleagues.  From fun promotion campaigns, to healthy competition “awards” for program use, to serious business
results reports, you will learn many ideas that have worked for Aetna.  Recognized as World-Class in Marketing by ABPM, the staff of the
Customer Center will arm you with helpful ideas, tips and tools to market the value of your own program internally.

Navigating the ABPM’s “Characteristics of a World Class Briefing Program” - Defender, 7th Floor
Ann Benett, President, Benett Communications and Marcy Nelsen, Program Director, Corporate Briefing Program, AT&T - Management Track
The white paper, “Characteristics of a World Class Briefing Program,” is — for many briefing professionals — the definitive roadmap to program
excellence in the four categories of Management, Planning, Customer Experience, and Measurement.  This session is for emerging programs who
are interested in exploring how the World Class Characteristics can take their program to the next level.  While it can be tempting to tackle the
entire document at once, this session aligns with the conference theme:  “World Class is a Marathon”.   There are many steps in the journey with
milestones along the way, leading to the finish line.   In this session, you’ll be “coached” by Ann Benett, global consultant to briefing programs,
and Marcy Nelsen a leader of AT&T’s award-winning briefing program.  They will lead a discussion designed to help you navigate the “World
Class Characteristics” in order to achieve the next step in your program’s evolution.  

Think Transformationally, Act Programmatically:  A Juniper Networks Case Study - Empire, 7th Floor
Janine Fogal, Senior Director, Executive Briefing Center, Juniper Networks - Management Track
Once seen as little more than an order-taking, reactive function, the Juniper Networks program has vaulted to a place of prominence and value in
the company. This rapid transformation is due, in part, to transformational thinking applied programmatically – or in small doses across many
prominent impact areas – that has changed the perception of the EBC organization from administrative afterthought to true strategic selling asset
and brand experience destination. This session will explore how to think about transformation to create change for your program by revisiting how
Juniper re-tooled its value proposition and reimagined its entire service offering using the ABPM’s 4 categories of World Class. Janine will provide
tips and techniques to deliver transformation on any scale and will include an invaluable discussion with key technology vendors on how to get the
most from your relationship by using them as a part of a strategy to create a rich, immersive ecosystem of technology and innovation that shapes
the customer journey. 

12:00 pm, Lunch - America South, 4th Floor Sponsored by Czarnowski

Presentation copies to conference attendees

In the weeks preceding the conference, the ABPM staff will collect breakout session presentations that are made available by presenters.  Those
presentations will be provided in either Powerpoint or pdf format via a private url free of charge to those who attended the conference. So, if you
just can’t decide which session to attend, you’ll have another opportunity to get the information you need.



WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 2017
1:00 pm Breakout Sessions
Getting to “Wow!”  Cool Tech Tools for Active Digital Engagement - America Center, 4th Floor
Trent Oliver, CEO, and George Astacio, VP of Global Business Development, both of Blue Telescope - Centers and Technology Track
Today we carry incredible technology with us everywhere we go… through our phones, tablets, and touchscreen laptops. We read news, go shop-
ping, and watch TV shows interactively. Making an impact with traditional AV in briefing centers has become increasingly challenging. How do we
get to “Wow”?  This session will explore tactics and technologies that get visitors to actively participate in brand stories. Adding digital interactivi-
ty can differentiate your center with “Wow” experiences that are unique to your brand and personalized to your customers. We will look at ways of
using interactivity to forge partnerships, communicate complex ideas, and build active digital engagement in briefing centers. Different modes of
interaction, from gameplay to exploration to creativity, can be applied to a variety of tech tools.   And we will examine how other disciplines,
including museums and theme parks, are building memorable experiences by blending digital interaction with media spectacle.  In this interactive
discussion, attendees will brainstorm ways to implement these tools and modes, in order to bring “Wow” back into their own briefing centers!

The Human Experience Communication Model: Inspiring Your Audience to Act - America North, 4th Floor
Dale Tesmond, CEO, The Brand Experience - Centers and Technology Track
Bottom line, the big payoff for any customer visit to your center is influencing the guest company to buy, or buy more.  A large part of ensuring
this payoff happens when we connect with them as humans, and not titles, in an experience that is both emotional and educational.  Behind all of
this is The Brand Experience’s five-step approach called “The Human Experience Communication Model”.  Whether you are updating or renovat-
ing an existing center, or building a new center, applying this model will help to create a more human, story-based experience that will drive the
right design, content and technology — and ultimately increase purchases.  Dale will take attendees through this five-step model that they will be
able to apply in their centers immediately, or that will help guide them through the creation and design of a new or renovated center. Given we are
in Boston, we will also leverage local landmarks to thematically identify these five steps.

Apps With Benefits:  Technology’s Role in Your Customer Engagement Strategy - Adams, 7th Floor
Leon Papkoff, Customer Experience Strategist, the CXApp, Design Reactor - Customer Experience Track
The modern briefing landscape is going through its own digital evolution. The way we do business is no longer a stagnant experience with a hello
and goodbye, but rather a living breathing experience that impacts the way we think, feel, and engage with our modern clientele. We must create
mobile-first, socially relevant, meaningful touchpoints that shape and support the customer experience journey. Briefings with the highest engage-
ment are using technology to propel the customer experience journey into the future. In this session we are going to explore several key customer
briefing touchpoints and explore mobile-first integrated technologies that are part of this digital transformation. We will explore each touchpoint
from the lens of two primary briefing personas to see how these technological advancements benefit and improve each experience for: 1) the brief-
ing program manager and 2) the briefing attendee. This approach will help map us map out the optimized customer briefing journey in the digital
age with one primary tool: a mobile app. We will examine pre, during, and post-briefing milestones and how they can all be administered through a
mobile app for a singular EBC location, multiple EBC locations, and even beyond the walls of the EBC. We will conclude with a case-study illus-
trating how mobile app data can help drive a customer experience journey forward.

Small Program, Big Impact:  A Brainstorming Session to Identify Best Practices - Great Republic, 7th Floor
Carrie Johnson, LexisNexis Customer Engagement Program Manager - Management Track
Small staffing models can present both an opportunity and a challenge. It can be difficult to think strategically when there are so many day-to-day
activities that must be completed. Whether you have one person or several ("small" is relative), you likely have to be creative in the grouping of indi-
vidual responsibilities and your selection of priorities.  This session will explore the ways a small briefing program can still have a big impact on the
business. This discussion-led session will focus on being "lean and mean", "small but mighty" and 100% focused on executing in support of the right
opportunities. We will discuss how to align your program with your corporate culture, models of program structure and offerings, creative ideas for
getting help, and best practices within the ABPM World Class Characteristics.  Bring your ideas and an open mind -- great things can grow from the
tiniest of seeds.

Customer Journey Mapping: A Key Tool for Enhancing the “Customer Experience”- Defender, 7th Floor
Andy Garlikov, Senior Briefing Program Manager, NetApp - Customer Experience Track
Briefing programs aim to deliver “great customer experiences.” Doing so effectively requires knowing as much as possible about how your cus-
tomers actually experience your program. The customer journey map – a tool used by innovators around the world in every industry – can help you
understand what your customers go through and how to recognize specific opportunities to elevate their experience before, during and after the
briefing.  Attendees of this session will learn:  what journey maps are and why marketers and other innovators use them; how to go about mapping
the journey of both internal and external customers; how to use journey maps to identify and mitigate customer pain points in all phases of the
briefing process.  You’ll return to your programs more inquisitive about the customer experience, and understanding processes that will make your
programs more effective in improving your customers’ journeys.

Data Technologies on the Horizon – Let’s Brainstorm. - Empire, 7th Floor
Diane Lubinskas, President, VisitOps - Measurement Track
New technologies are being introduced into the marketplace at a rapid pace.  The connection of data – and the technologies that allow us to make
sense of that data – will change how we plan, execute and measure briefings.  Our job, as briefing professionals, is to analyze these technologies
and determine if and how we can use them in our programs.  What should we be preparing for?  What’s coming that we can use to help us do our
work and measure results?  One technology on our horizon is predictive analytics.  This session is an opportunity for you to brainstorm with col-
leagues about how predictive analytics can be integrated into measurement and planning.  We’ll talk briefly about this technology and have group
discussions to explore how we might use it in our briefing programs.



WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 2017
2:30 pm Break

2:50 pm Breakout Sessions

Measurement is Marketing! - America North, 4th Floor
Karen Bintz, Area Vice President, Customer Experience, BMC - Measurement Track
Measurement sometimes gets a bad rap!  That may be because the word “measurement” conjures up school year memories of another 11 letter
word beginning with "m"... mathematics!  As a result, of all the ABPM’s 4 categories of World Class, it's probably the least favorite. Well, fear no
more!  Let's give measurement a new life as “marketing in disguise”. Please come prepared to share your single metric that gets the most attention
from your stakeholders.  Nothing sells your program better or faster than indisputable metrics showcasing its value!

World Class Discussion Leaders:  The Starting Line! - America Center, 4th Floor
Kathleen Redd, Vice President, and Kelly Reeves, Senior Director, both in Global Training Services at Mandel Communications - Planning Track
You’re ready for the race!  The pre-briefing call is scheduled, logistics are complete, the sales team is enthusiastic about bringing their customer to
the center.  But how about your discussion leaders?  Are they prepared for those mission-critical moments of customer interaction?  If you can’t
answer a resounding “yes” to this question, the outcome of your briefing day may be at risk.  This session will provide an overview of the three
critical success factors necessary for the development of a world-class discussion leader community: Identify, secure and onboard subject matter
experts; Implement a plan to develop their skills (certification); Provide feedback and recognition to create a strong community.  We will have
“guest speakers” from programs large and small who will share best practices from their own discussion leader strategies. Runners, take your mark!

Staging Your Story:  Dynamic Design and Delivery on the EBC Stage - Adams, 7th Floor
John Heiman, Director of Marketing, Sprint, and Corey Hansen, Briefing Consultant, Sprint - Customer Experience Track
“All the world’s a stage”, Shakespeare said, and the briefing center is no exception.  It is a performance space with design elements supporting the
effective telling of a story.  But it’s also an “actor’s medium” in that live facilitators are responsible for focusing the attention of their audience on
the right thing at the right time.  In the creative collaboration between designer and actor, what could possibly go wrong?  In this interactive ses-
sion, 2014 Program of the Year team members John Heiman, (EBC Director, ABPM Advisory Board) and Corey Hansen (Briefing Consultant,
Facilitator and Professional Actor) reveal critical convergence factors that combine to make your EBC an engaging performance stage.  Learn
refreshing perspectives in design, customization and facilitation drawn from award-winning best practices combined with classic theatrical stage
and acting techniques.

Just for you:  An “AV Hug” - Great Republic, 7th Floor
Jim Stephens, Global Account Executive, and Chris Barel, Director of Business Development, Whitlock - Centers and Technology Track
As a Briefing Program Manager, you are expected to be an expert in many areas.  On any given day, you will need to solve issues around catering,
finances, speaker training and, of course, AV.  While some come to their briefing programs with a technology background, most of us are hoping
for the “AV Hug”:  that one person who will tell you what to do, how to do it, or the very best scenario – do it for you!  During our 90 minute ses-
sion, we will navigate the world of AV and help answer the following questions:  What should I consider when planning AV for my center?  How
do I engage an AV Partner for a build?  How do I engage an AV partner for my ongoing program?  How do I budget for my builds?  What are my
content considerations?  What about maintenance planning?  Attend this session and consider yourself “hugged”!

The Multi-Center Program:  Building a Successful Regional Program - Defender, 7th Floor
Janine Fogal, Senior Director, Executive Briefing Center, Juniper Networks - Management Track
This session is a case study of Juniper Networks’ new Boston center, which provides context for the discussion, and illustrates how to go from bat-
tling to keep a single regional program from closure (and the briefing center facility turned into furniture storage!) to a 2017 EBC Global Expansion
plan that will grow the Juniper EBC program to a network of worldwide Centers in the coming year.  Specific topics to be examined include: devel-
oping a program expansion strategy to secure executive advocacy, support and funding for creating a regional Center; how to launch and manage
multiple centers and deliver a cohesive program that honors the EBC value proposition but clearly differentiates the advantages of a regional experi-
ence; and the best ways to gain Sales enthusiasm for the regional experience and create programmatic value that drives local Center usage. If you
have a multi-center program, or if you are planning to establish regional centers, you won’t want to miss this session!

Building Efficiency into your Measurement Program - Empire, 7th Floor
Stacy Cummings, Director, Customer Engagement, Verizon; and Kevin Doell, Operations Manager, Executive Briefing Program, Verizon -
Measurement Track
Are your metrics working for you?  Even if you have an existing measurement program in place, have you really looked at what you are collecting?
Are you actually using the all the data you collect? And is the data you are collecting even actionable?  As programs mature, they tend to collect
more and more information until they find themselves in a situation of “data bloat!”  In this discussion-driven workshop, we will examine use cases
of customer feedback, as well as operational analysis to determine how simple adjustments can be made to streamline your process and focus on
actionable data that supports your program’s ROI profile.



LOGISTICAL INFORMATION

Conference Hotel: The Westin Copley Place located at 10 Huntington Ave, Boston, MA 02116, is the primary location of the 2017 ABPM Spring
Conference. The Westin Copley Place is approximately 6 miles and a  20-25 minute drive from Logan International Airport. Taxi service is recommended.
The cost is $25-45 plus tip one way from Logan International Airport depending on tax and tolls. Valet Parking at the hotel is $54 overnight. ee you
MyABPM app and the 2017 Spring Conference page of abpm.com for information about area parking garage pricing.
Dress:All activities are business casual with the exception of the Gala Awards Dinner which is cocktail.
Layering during conference sessions is recommended.
Payment & Cancellation Policy: To receive the Early Bird Rate, registration fee must be paid by
Friday February 17, 2017. Registration fees must be paid prior to Friday, March 17, 2017. You are regis-
tered at the time you receive a conference confirmation email from ABPM.  Due to commitments for cater-
ing and transportation, we regret that we are unable to issue refunds/credits or void outstanding invoices for
cancellations received after Friday, February 24, 2017. However, substitutions may be made at any time.
Cancellation and substitution notices must be received via email to info@abpm.com.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 2017
6:00 - 10:00 p.m.
An Evening at the Harvard Club - Ground Floor

World Class Briefing Awards Ceremony & Gala Dinner
Meet on the Westin Ground Floor Entrance Westin
We are excited to be at the iconic Harvard Club for the 16th annual World Class Briefing
Awards Ceremony and Gala Dinner. The historic Harvard Club exudes elegance and
sophistication. Founded in 1908 with the aim of "giving effective expression to the
Harvard Spirit," this club has done that and more. You will find yourself in an intellectu-
al atmosphere that inspires all who experience it. Dress is cocktail. Gather at 6:00 pm on
the ground floor entrance of the Westin Copley Place to board the bus. Please be on time
to avoid being left behind!
Awards Ceremony sponsored and produced by Downstream.
Gala Dinner sponsored by The Brand Experience.

Many thanks to the 2017 ABPM Spring Conference Committee for their time and guidance
Richard Eades of AT&T, Marcy Nelsen of AT&T, Samantha Zitter of Bellwether Design, Ann Benett of Benett Communications,
Jayne Stafstrom of Dassault Systemes, Lisa Letts of Dell Technologies, Susan Riese of Derse, Daria Puiulet of Hewlett Packard
Enterprise, Kelly Reeves of Mandel Communications, Alan Cordial of MC2, David Rogers of Microsoft, Louise Hansson of
Tetra Pak, Claire Kinzler of VDA Productions, Stacy Cummings of Verizon, Antonia Lopez of Verizon, Barbara Peterson of

Verizon, Diane Lubinskas of VisitOps, Laurent Picot of Salesforce and Chris Barel of Whitlock

Join Us for Upcoming ABPM Conferences!

Europe 2017 - Paris, France June 27-29

Fall 2017 - Austin,TX October 17-19

Spring 2018.... Find out Wednesday Evening at the World Class Briefing Awards Ceremony & Gala Dinner!

See ABPM.com for details!



The ABPM gratefully acknowledges the following Sponsors whose 
generosity is contributing to the success of the 2017 Spring Conference

S I L V E R  L E V E L  S P O N S O R

P L A T I N U M  L E V E L  S P O N S O R S

If you’re a first-time attendee, we want to help you get to know a few of your fellow attendees
and to get oriented before the busy days ahead. Attend the Newcomer’s Orientation sponsored by
MRA Experiential Tours & Equipment starting at 1pm on Monday in America North (4th Floor)
just prior to the opening general session. During the orientation, Ellen Barnes-Pfiffner of EBP
Business Consulting will introduce you to other newcomers and the ABPM Advisory Board, and
talk with you about how to make the most of the conference.

Newcomer’s 

Orientation

Questions?  Call +1 214-389-0990 or email info@abpm.com.  Registration is available online at www.abpm.com
ABPM   PO Box 141079   Dallas, TX 75214  +1 214-389-0990  Fax: +1 972-362-1072

G O L D  L E V E L  S P O N S O R S

C O N F E R E N C E  L E V E L  S P O N S O R
MRA Experiential Tours & Equipment

B R O N Z E  L E V E L  S P O N S O R

Blue Telescope


